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A Capella To Begin
T~!~1~c~en~r.~~~ ~a.le~t. s~~V.: Spring Tour Thursday
Hendrix And Hightower

Peachy Hightower have been
chosen as Director and Producer,
respectively, of the Spring Spotlights.
·
The production will be quite
different from the way it has
been in the past. For one thing,
it will not be called a "talent
show." To quote Miss Hightower, "Helen and I aren't_ going to
call it a talent show and are going to get away from the strict
convenience of the past."
Divides Into Four Phases
The program will be divided
into four phases; classical, popular, country and western, and
novelty. There will be a different Master of Ceremonies for
each part. Each phase or part
will have an elaborate setting.
There will be quite a few costumes.
Work will begin on the costumes and settings, and according to Miss Hendrix, "everyone
who is interested in working on
these will be welcome." Miss
Hendrix and Miss Hightower plan
to go to Little Rock to select ma-

John Wilson, Miss Peachy Hightower and John Lindsey

'Tellers Of Tall Tunes Tr.io'
Scheduled To Appear On TV

.

terials and patterns for c<;>stumes
in the near future.
New Talent Sought
The director and producer are
looking for new talent. Tryouts
are open to everyone - academy
students, faculty, graduate, and
college students - with any kind
of number.
In the previous
years, it has been devoted mostly
to music, but this year, however,
individual, group, duets, trios,
quartets, and especially a small
band are wanted. Also good pantomimes, monologues, and readings.
Tryouts will be held April 7-8.
persons interested in trying out
should mark those dates, and
everyone who is interested in
seeing and enjoying approximately two hours of fine entertainment should mark April 26.
If enthusiasm and future planning are any signs of success, the
Spring Spotlights (or what title
it will be called) should be one
of the hits of the season.
Watch the Bison for further
details.
'
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The "Tellers of Tall Tunes Trio" composed of John
Wilson, Carolyn "Peachy" Hightower, and John Lindsey, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - playing the guitar, will make their debut March 24, when
they appear on "Little Rock Today," KARK-"TV at 12
noon on Channel 4.

The Harding A Cappella Chorus will present 14 programs during the annual spring tour, March 27 through
April 7. The 12-day tour will include stops at two
Arkansas towns, four Oklahoma towns and eight cities
- - - - - - - - - - - - - o i n Texas.

The trio plans to sing the popular songs "Jamaica Farewell"
and "Side by Side."

Concert Band
To Perform
Here, March 22

Got Together at Camp
Wilson and "Peachy" first
started singing together during
the summer on talent shows at
Camp Wyldewood where they
spent the summer as counselors.
Continuing as a team this year
they have appeared on chapel and
for the local Lion's Club.
"John and I have always teased
each other about how we would
someday become a professional
team and sing on television," said
the energetic blond, "so when
we were asked to sing on 'Little
Rock Today,' I nearly passed
out!"
"Peachy" is a junior from Valdosta, Ga., and is majoring in
Speech and English.
Wilson began his TV career in
1953 while he was a junior in
high
school
in
Springfield.
Teamed with a girl ·named Willa
Fae Gardner, he sang regularly
for three years on programs over
KV-TV in Springfield.
"The main show we sang on
was called 'Memories' and every
faw was devoted to hit songs
from a certain year," commented
Wilson.
Wilson is a junior from Springfield, Mo., and is majoring in
music.
Lindsey "Picks" Professionally
Lindsey began his professional
career several years back also.
Last · summer he played regularly on both TV and radio programs in Springfield and in January, 1957, he appeared on the
Ozark Jubilee from NashviJle,
Tenn.
It isn't just any ordinary kind
of guitar that John "picks"
either; it is called the Stratosphere - Twin Electric Standdard Guitar and has only been
on the market for about four
years.
It differs from an ordinary
guitar ·in that it has two necks
instead of one; plays more chords
and tones, and has no resonating chamber.
"If the electricity goes off, it's
just too bad," said John. "It
happened once on a chapel program but luckily we were on
the last number and I didn't
have a solo."
Lindsey is a junior transfer
from Southwest Missouri State
College in Springfield and is majoring in music.
·
All three members of the trio
are members of the a cappella
chorus.

Misses Thompson and Clark
Elected to State SNEA Offices

Representatives
Attend Meeting
Of Alpha Chi
Six representatives from Harding attended the Thirty-Fourth
Annual Meeting of the Council
Societies "f Alpha Chi held at ,
East Texas State College, Commerce, Tex., March 14-15.
Alpha Chi is a National Honor
Scholarship Society that now
comprises about fifty colleges and
universities from Massachusetts
to Utah, although the majority of
the institutions are in the Southwest.
Seven chapters are located in Arkansas.
Those attending from
were Ruth Anderson, Annelle
Parmenter, Harold Vanderpool,
John Vanderpool, Lyndal York
and Dr. Joseph E. Pryor, sponsor.
20 Colleges in Region II

In even numbered years the
two regions of Alpha Chi hold
separate meetings while in odd
numbered years a joint meeting
is held. Region II consists of
20 colleges and universities in
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma
and eastern Texas.
Theme of the meeting of Region II was "What Frontiers of
Knowledge Challenge the Scholar
in His or Her Field Today?"
Harold Vanderpool and Lyndal
York presented papers dealing
with their respective fields of
Bible and Chemistry.
Participate in Discussion
"How Can the Alpha Chi Chapter Be .Made a Vital Force on the
College Campus?" was the topic
of a panel discussion that
brought out several ideas for
use by the Arkansas Eta Chapter.
The Arkansas Eta Chapter extended an invitation for the 1960
meeting of Region II to be held
on the Harding campus and this
invitation will be presented to a
meeting of the National Council
in April.
While at East Texas State College, the Vanderpools and York
conducted a panel discussion on·
Christian education and Harding
College at the vesper service of
the ESTC Bible Chair on Friday
evening.

NOTICE
Due to spring holidays, the
next Bison will be· April 10.

Misses LaVonne Thompson and Margie Clark
Two Harding students, Lavonne Thompson, a junior from
Prospective Teachers
Laings, 0., and Margie Clark, a
MeetinCJ Scheduled .
freshman from Hope, Ark., were
elected to the state SNEA ofFor March 26
fices of secretary and historian
A meeting of prospective colrespectively last Saturday mornlege teachers will be held on
campus March 26 after church. ing in Little Rock.
This meeting will be sponsored
Both attended the state conby committee of three Harding vention with the Harding delefaculty members: Ed Sewell,
chairman; Dr. Edwin Hughes; and gation which left Friday morning and stayed in the Graddy
Dr. Donald Sime.
Manning Hotel Friday night.
The advantages of college
The girls were nominated by
teaching and the student's needs
to get into the field will be dis- the loc~ Florence Cathcart chapter to run for the offices against
cussed at this meeting.
a field of some four opponents
The committee comprised a in each race. After a vigorous
list of qualities needed by a good campaign consisting of posters
college teacher and submitted and banners along · with some
this list to the Harding faculty person to person interviews the
for any suggestions they might candidates reached the finals
have. The list was then revised F:r:iday afternoon, after making
and sent back to the faculty.
three-minute campaign speeches.
The faculty were asked to subBoth Miss Thompson and Clark
mit to the committee any names
of students who they thought will serve in the capacity of their
met these qualifications. The offices beginning July 1.
committee did not expect to get
The group presented two numthe names of all who fit these bers on the "Fun Night" program
qualifications, but wanted to get A Girls' quartet composed of
a list of names with which to Rosemary Kendrick, Emilie Travstart its work.
is, Margie Clark, and Lavonne
Each student on the list re- Thompson presented the first
ceived an invitation to the meet- number and Lavonne played the
accordion in the second numing.
If the students show sufficient ber. The Harding delegation alinterest in the meeting, another so presented a picture slide 0£ its
one may be held. Two, later on activities in the exhibit.
a general invitation to all inOthers attending the conventerested persons may be extend- tion were R. E. Pitre, Harvey
ed for-a meeting. In the mean- Peebles, Edwina Mills, Calvin
time, members of the committee Downs, Garrett Timmerman, Donwill be glad to talk with anyone na Wise, Ann Richardson, Carowho may be interested il:i the lyp Davii. and sponso.r. Ed
college t eaching field.
Sewell.
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The North Texas State College
Concert Band from Denton, Tex.,
will present a program at the
Harding College Auditorium, at
8 p.m., Saturday, -March 22. The
90-piece band, under the direction of Mr. Maurice McAdow, is
being sponsored by the Searcy
High School Band Club.
Conducted by McAdow
Mr. McAdow, a former conducting instructor of Professor
Kenneth Davis, Jr., will hold a
band clinic in the auditorium Saturday afternoon. The clinic will
be for Harding students as well
as for band members.. from s.u rrounding towns who have been
invited to attend.
Program Includes Solos
The program in the evening
will include cornet soloist John
Haynie; a trumpet trio featuring
Pat Deemer, Mission; Nancy
Myers, Cleveland; and Nona Barker, Alvin, Tex.; _ piano soloist
Stanley Potter; Tyler; a clarinet
quartet with Don · Wilkins, Galveston; Neil Chamberlain, Lampasas; Pat Flinn, Giddings, Tex.;
Wesley Smith, St. Louis, Mo.;
and a brass quartet with John
Parnell, Nocona; Joe Hammer,
Wink, Tex.; Conrad Banshka, Antigo, Fis. and Bob Pickering,
Henrietta, Okla. Admission price
for the concert will be fifty cents
for students.
Members of the band will be
guests of the college for the Saturday evening meal and will
spend the night in the dormitories as guests of some of the
Harding students.

Accountant, Teacher
Positions Available
Mr. L. R. Gearheart of Ernest
9.nd Ernest will be here W ednes:iay, March 26, to interview graduating seniors for accountants.
Teaching opportunities
are
:>pen as follows:
Greeley, Kans., Mathematics-

Science.
Matfield Green, Kans., Commerce-Home Economics.
Lake Mills, Ia., High School
urincipal, Elementary Principal,
1irls' Physical Education, Junior
·-righ Math, English-Spanish, Elementary.
Modoc County, Calif., Principals, Elementary.

Varied Program
The hour long proip-ams,~ under
the direction of Kenneth Davis,
Jr., will be composed of hymns,
spirituals, chorales, and secular
songs, including such works as
Randall Thompson's "The Peaceable
Kingdom,''
"Hallelujah
Chorus" by Handel, "Nobody
Knows the Trouble I've Seen,"
"Lane County Bachelor,'' "Oh,
Susanna,'' and "Grancl,father's
Clock."
Featured will be "I Waited
Patiently for the Lord,'' composed
by George Lynn especially for
the a cappella chorus. The song
based on a text chosen by the
chorus members, Psalm 40, was
presented for the first time on
the fall tour.
First Stop, Mena
The first performance of the
tour, one of the two main yearly
trips, will be at Mena, Ark., on
March 27.
On subsequent days, the chorus will be at Muskogee, Okla.,
Wewoka, Okla., and Oklahoma
City, for an afternoon performance and Enid, Okla., for a night
program; Sherman, Tex., Richardson, Austin, San Antonio, Houston, and Longview. For two performances they will "appear at
Tyler, Tex., and Magnolia, Ark.
Soloists will include Miss Delia
Beth Stephenson, Miss Patsy
Parker, Bob Scott, Miss Roberta
Rhodes and Morgan Richardson.
"The college chorus that sings
to the nation" received its nickname because of its tours and
the weekly radio program now
presented on 196 stations in 46
states.

,jams to Speak
At Downtown
Church of Christ
E. H. Ijams will hold a series
of meetings on The Importance
of the Home and the Christian
Family at the Downtown Church
of Christ, April 2-4. The meetings will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Ijams will speak for 25 minutes in tho auditorium and then
he and his wife will teach separate classes for the men and
women until 9 p.m.
Christian education has claimed most of Ijams' life. After
spending 15 years in the city
schuols of Birmingham, Ala., and
Savannah, Ga., he worked for
four years as dean of David Lipscomb College and for 12 years
served as its president.
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MARCH 20, 1958

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

ENJOY SPRING HOLIDAY
One week from today spring vacation
begins. To most of us that means relaxation. To others it means catching-up with work that should haye been completed during the· past nine weeks. Which
will it be for you?
Regardless of what you plan to do
when you get home, it is important that
you first get there.
Please remember the caution you took
during the Christmas holidays. Drive
carefully and defensively.
We were proud that no Harding student was killed during the Christmas
holidays. Let's keep the record clean
during this spring holiday.
When you get there, we wish you an
enjoyable weekend.

Assignment Harding

Mark Twain Proved
Treat to Audience;
Petty Also Approves

Petty has waddled through another week on
the illustrious campus of Harding and has had,
as usual, opportunity to make note of several
provocative incidents. 'Definitely the most sensational was the magnificant incident on last
Wednesday evening when in his presentation
of Mark Twain, Mr. Hal Holbrook breathed life
into a creature long dead. And by so doing,
he held spelll:>ound an audience composed principally of a generation acquainted only with
Mark Twain through two eternally interesting
and wonderful boys, Huckleberry Finn and his
friend Tom Sawyer.
Interviews Mark Twain
The individual t}\at strode the stage of the
PLENTY FOR EVERYONE
Cave was difinitely "not" the man Petty, only
a short time before, had had the extreme pleasSeveral faculty members and some
ure of conversing with in the Green Room.
students living off campus have failed to
Rather it was-the wit, the sage, the sadistic
get some of the past issues of the Bison,
Mark Twain and at no time was it an easy task
because all the papers were taken before
to forget this fact.
they got a chance to go to the Student
Mr. Holbrook is an artist who has a definite
and sincere understanding of his protagonist,
Center.
and presents him, without the assistance of any
If you fall in this category, don't let
technique in complete ease with great enjoythat worry you. Several copies of each
ment and gusto.
·
issued are placed upstairs in the Bison
"Mark Twain Tonight" can , should, and must
office for those faculty members and stube recognized as great and ranked with only
dents who live off campus and don't get
two other solo presentations-Charles Laughton
to go by the Student Center on Thursday
and Emlyn Williams, who with Mr. Holbrook
afternoon.
create the standards, all other particulars
The papers are stacked on the desk and
creating a line below these and their superiors.
anyone who fails to get one may come by
One year hence when the Lyceum Committee
the office and take one.
is in the process of planning the new series for
1959-60 they might-definitely-give eminent
consideration to the possibility of a return engagement of Mr. Holbrook, who gave Petty a
PLEASE TRY TO REMEMBER
preview of the collection of material he is in the
process of editing and may possibly prove to be
Students keep trying to send papers
more provocative and illuminating than the
through the post office without stamppresent collection.
ing them. This cannot be done.
Words are beyond Petty in this review and he
can only say, with everyone- of the "fine little
If you want to send a paper to somefaces" who witnessed the performance, ''We
one, please try to get the paper folded,
want more of this caliber of entertainment and
addressed, and placed in the box in the
in particular, we want Mr. Holbrook again!"
Student Cetner before Friday morning.
Miss Bobo Presents Recital
All papers placed in that box will be
Miss Ann Bobo presented, before a receptive
mailed to .the proper places during Chapel
audience of "fine little faces" Tuesday evening
period each Friday morning. Those not
in the Cave, an attractive and polished piano
in the box will not be mailed.
recital.
Perhaps brought on by stage fright, but deIf you don't get your paper in the box
spite nevertheless, many years of tutoring Miss
before Friday and still want to send it
Booo' never quite got off the ground in her
home, you must place a postage stamp
attempt to soar over and conquer both her
on the paper before it will be delivered.
music and instrument in the first two sections of
Mrs. Johnson, the lady who so patienther showcase with perhaps the exception of hE:.r
ly takes care of the post of £ice, has to
understanding interpretation of Schubert's Imreject every paper without a stamp.
promptu , Opus 90, No. 4.
With the presetation of her Debussy selection
Guess where each of those papers goes?
(Pour le piano) Miss Bobo circled in and out
That's right, each paper is placed in my
of the music at first not quite- certain if it was
box and I throw them away. If you
an enemy or a friend. Finally she concluded it
don't care enough to place a stamp on
was definitely a friend and worthy of a beautithe paper, please just don't send it.
ful friendship that should move smoothly forTaking care of the post office is time
ward to reach its zenith in a complete fulfillconsuming enough for Mrs. Johnson
ment of the Prelude.
without assuming the extra task of re- ·
In her selection of the Toccata music by
jecting several Bisons each week.
Khatchaturian Miss Bobo found an antagonist
and proceeded to war with it in an effort to
Please remember to put a stamp on
gain possession and domination over the instruthe paper before sending it or get the
ment and its •namiate black and white conpaper in the box before Friday morning.
trollers - Miss Bobo was the victor.
Thank you.
Despite what appeared to be a lack of understanding of her-but nevertheless well executed-Bach and Beethoven pieces Miss Bobo
can conclude, as does Petty, that her recital enjoyed a complete amateur success.
Pillars to Support Gate .
In creating the standards for this column
Petty vowed he would never give honor in one
Tony Pip,pen ............ .......... .. Editor •
of the Letters either in part or in whole to
Alfred Couch ............ Business Mgr. .
annoymous notes and letters, but because there
Jim Shurbet ................ Asso. Editor
~·
is agreement with the opinion of the author
Don Helms .... .......... Asst. Bus. Mgr.
among a number of "faces" concerning the attitude of anti-intellectualism at Harding College,
Don Humphrey .. ................._. ........ Religious Editor
Petty is breaking his vow and presenting for
Raleigh Wood ............................ Religious Writer
consideration an except from an anonymous
Don Rusk,
letter:
Garrett Timmerman ... ......... Sports Co-Editor
"'Fine little faces,' we are now at college and
the backwoods are only a nos'\;algic niche in
Glen Shriver, Don Helms,
.
our past. A college is a gateway of ideas leadPhil Watson, ~arbara Galyan,
ing into a mature life of human understanding.
Leon Sizemore . .. .. .... .... .. .. ... .... .. Sports Writers
We stand at this gate, and to enter we must
Otis Hilburn, Will Parker ..... ................... Artists
wipe the ghosts of our childhood from our eye5
Mike Canoy .. ..... .. ...... .... .. ... ..... . .. . ... Photographer
and stand with our mind fixed upon the gate.
Margaret Hardy, Jackie Jones,
"Such men as exist on our faculty (insert by
Alfred Couch, Don Helms .... Circulation Staff
Petty-Dr. Meyers, Mr. Atteberry, and Mr. Sime
to name only three) we should recognize as the
Tom Loney . .. .. ............ .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. Faeulty Advisor
pillars which support this gate; pillars upon
Naomi ·walker, Barbara Melton,
which hang the keys to our future if only we
Bennie Porter, Sara Good, Hilda Earls,
will take the keys in hand and unlock the gate
Pat Huckabee, fat Forsee, Grace Davis,
"
Kathy Maddox, Regina Clary, News Reporters
And to parallel this excerpt the following proand Feature Writers
verb is submitted for Letter Number Seven: The
Lynn Merrick, Bob Petty, Peachy Hightower,
fairest life ever lived on earth was that of a
Keith Floyd, Gary Ackers,
poor man, and all its beauty riame from grand
Bob Silvey .. . .. ......... .... ......... ... ... .. ... .. ColumniSts
thoughts .. .
Lynn Alexander, Regina Clary,
The Sight of the Week occurred Friday eveMary Ann Getter, Hideko Kobayashi,
ning when at the Bison All-Star Basketball game
Fay Conley .. . ....... .... .... ... . .. Proof Readers and
one of the "great big mean boys" got the OutCopy Readers
standing Player award. Smiley Knight received
the award on the basis of sportsmanship and
Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
performance for the one game, but Petty's hat is
doffed to Mr. Knight for always being a grand
Official student weekly newspaper published
sportsman and one who tries very hard and
during the regular academic year except holicontinually to turn in· a good performance. Condays and four examination weeks, by the stugratulations, Smiley.
dents of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Drive carefully over the Spring vacation "fine
Entered as second class matter August 18,
little faces," because nothing would erk Petty
1936 at Searcy, Arkansas, Post Office under act
more than to have one or two less eyeballs to
of March 3, 1879.
scan him each week.
· ..:...MR. PETTY.
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Campus Problem: "Who, Me?!"

Peripatetic
Plebeian

By· Canard

Once there was a Great Dane who lived near
the Easter Bunny. These friends were both well
educated and comprised the nucleus of the intelligentsia of the community. The Great Dane
had graduated cum laude from Canine College,
and had ~ritten his thesis on The Relationship
Between Depth of Bone Burial and Retention of
Bone Moisture. He was considered an expert '
in the field and was highly respected in the community. The Easter Bunny had attended State
U ., where he majored in chromatics, and had
completed his post-graduate work in the field
at the Woodland Institute of Technology. For
many years he had led a research team at W.I.T.,
and was yet considered the leading research
scientist in egg-dying.
Spring had come and brought with it the
prospects of Easter. The Easter Bunny was
diligently preparing for his annual egg-dying.
He was constantly trying new dyes and new
color combinations which he had been developing all winter.
"I'm quite enthusiastic about this year's dyes,"
he said. "I've rectified most of the difficulties
we encountered last year, and these dyes should
prove to be of superior quality."
·
"Looks good," politely replied the Great Dane,
"but then I know nothing about Easter egg
dyes."
"There's just one thing wrong with these
dyes that I haven't been able to remedy."
"Oh? What's that?"
"Only half our eggs have ever retained the
colors. In fact, about fifty per cent of the eggs
cannot be used. I've tried every possible combination of colors and types, but I can't find
the trouble with the dyes."
"Well," said the Great Dane, who had always
been an original thinker, "of course' I don't
know anything about dyes, but from where I
stand it looks like the problem might have
something to do with the kind of eggs you
are using."
"But," protested the Easter Bunny, "the general principles of egg dying have been known
for decades, and a basic tenet of the science is
that the effects produced are dependent solely
on the dyes used.'
"Hmm . . . Let me see some of those eggs that
won't dye," said the Great Dane.
"I just don't understand it," said the Easter
Bunny, going over his calculations for the fifth
time. "My preparations are in perfect agreement with all the known laws of chromatics.
"Aha! I think I've found your trouble.''
"You have?" said the Bunny, with great
patience.
"Yes. · Have you noticed that everyone of
these eggs that won't dye is a duck egg, whereas all of those that have retained the dye are
chicken eggs ? "
"Why, that's impossible," replied the Bunny.
"No reputable chromaticist has ever paid any
attention to the kind of eggs used. It has always appeared irrelevant to the basic problem."
"But obviously it's more basic than irrelevant," replied the dog. "My knowledge of dyes
is very limited, but evidently the principle involved is simply that duck eggs are not suitable
for dying."
At the next meeting of the National Association for the Advancement of Chromatics, Dr.
Easter Bunny presented a revolutionary paper
entitled The Relationship Between Variation in
Egg Species and Retention of Egg Coloring. Dr.
Bunny's theory, which was destined to revolutionize the egg-dying industry, gradually gained
acceptance, and now stands as one of the milestones in the advancement of reach in chromatics.
MORAL: Don't put all your eggs in one basket.
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By Sharon Pippen
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Since the entrance of Intercollegiate basketball to Harding this year, some have expressed
the opinion that there is just too much basketball crammed into one season.
Nearly 200 basketball games, including intramural and intercollegiate, were played here
during the last four months.
Because of this opinion, the question of the
week is, "Do you think that the BISON All-Star
Game is too much basketball after a full schedule of intercollegiate and intramural games?
Why?"
Don Helms - "Definitely not
All-Star games are special ones
show the student body the other
school; (some of which are even
opinion that what made up the
squad.)"
Wanda Gwin stars play."

- The Bison
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"No, because I like to see the

Jack Ryan - "Not at all, it provides a climax
to all preceding games.
Joe Hunnicutt - "No, but it would be better
to wait a few days so the players wouldn't be so
tired."
Bobby Holloway - "No, but there should be
some change made to prevent the players from
trying to all be stars in order to win the trophy.
This would make for a better game."
Archie lsom-"No, the best competing against
each other is never too much."
Dave Meadows - "No, I believe it is a good
deal for the players and it allows the students
the opportunity to see the best intramural players, however, -I believe the team should be
chosen by the players instead of the Bison."
Kathy Thompson -go."

"No. if you want to go

Don Johnston - "No, but I think the players
should pick the team instead of the Bison, and.
the Bison still sponsor the games."
Carol Hailey - "No, because it gives you a
chance to see the best in action."
Huel Evans - "No, because it brings to a
climax a great program of basketball."
Conway Sexson - "No, It is th~ climax, because everyone is working to make the team."
Gloria Shewmaker - "No, I think the best
players should be given some recognition for the
work they do in intramural games."
Naomi Walker - "No, I think players should
be given some recognition for all th<;! time and
work they have put in on it."
Mike Maple - "Not at all - I like to see the
best intramural players compete against each
other ·in a real free for all to determine who is
going to win the best player's award."
Marilyn Caudle - "Certainly not - After all,
most of us don't get to see too many of the intercollegiate games and it's a change to see different ones play."
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Dale Yoder - "No. I think this game gives
the players, who are best on the intramural
team, a chance to play and this is a good way
to end the season."
Bill Bates - "No. The fans deserve to see
the best play as a unit. Too, the players deserve the chance to show their skills."
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Delta Chis Look
For 'Treasures
Bene ath the Sea'

Miss Sandra Landreth

Landreth, Hughes
Jo Wed in August
.

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Landreth of -Spokane, Wash., announce the engagement of their
daughter, Sandra Lee, to Mr.
Herman Woodrow Hughes, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hughes of
Pine Bluff, Ark.
Miss Landreth is a sophomore
at Harding College and is majoring in Business Education. She
is also a member of the Ju Go
Ju social club.
Mr. Hughes is also a sophomore
at Harding College, majoring in
Bible. He is a member of the
Delta Iota social club.
The . couple will be married
August 29, at Spokane, Wash.
They will return to make their
home in Searcy until the bridegroom finishes his schooling.
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The Delta Chis and their dates
went looking for "Treasures Beneath .the Sea" on March 15 at
the Mayfair Hotel. The banqueters, who were served fried
shrimp, dined in underwater surroundings of schools of fish, a
treasure chest, mermaids, a
wrecked boat (occupied by a
skeleton), a porpoise, and a miniature Moby Dick.
The theme was carried out in
the entertainment by songs such
as "Ebbtide," "I'm In Love With
An Octopus," "Sailor Boys," and
others.
Those attending were: Donna
Wi$e, Sidney Bullard; Ruth Plank,
Sammy Smith; Ardythe Johnson,
Bill Dawson; Elvamae Robinson,
Paul Grubbs; Kaye Prysock, Bob
Crosby; Jeanette .Read (mistress
of ceremonies), Neal Stotts; Doris
Jones, Dwane McCullouch; Nancy
White, Don Hays; Anne Seay, R.
B. Barton.
Loreta Huffard, Ron Rea; Alice
Stewart, Bob Tucker; Lanelle
Gammill, Fred .. McCurdy; Peggy
King, Rick Baughn; Dee Smith,
Lynn Miller; Jenny King, John
Graham; Lynn Prysock, Andre
Stotts; Augustine Hendrix, Jim
Kellett.
Yvonne Robinson,
Bennett
Wood; Grace Murphy, Neal Durgin; Andee King, Morgan Richardson; Pat Smith, Jack Ryan;
Vivian and Ed Mosby; Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Davis.

Tofebts Give Birthday
Party for Two Members
Monday, March 10, the Tofebts
had another combination club
meeting and birthday party.
Mrs. Greg Rhodes surprised all
the girls with a lucious birthday
cake. for Owenita Reagan and LaNorma Mitchell, and Jan Anderson served the best oatmeal cookies you could ever set your mouth
on.
•
After many important factors
were discussed, the Tofebts enjoyed a program of "Problems
and Solutions of Dating" provided by Betty Doak and Jan Anderson.
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Formal Initiation
Climaxes Week
for Regina Club

Miss Grace Murphy

Miss Grace Murphy
Announces Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Albert G. Murphy of Codez, Ky., announce th€
engagement and . approaching
marriage of their daughter GracE
Evelyn to Mr. Neal M. Durgin
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Neal M.
Durgin, Sr·,, of Hartford, Conn.
Miss Murphy is a junior majoring in home economics and a
member of the Delta Chi social
club.
Mr. Durgin is a sophomore majoring in Bible.
The wedding will be an event
of April 5 at 7 p.m. at the Downtown Church of Christ, Locust
and Vine. All are invited to attend.

Lambda Sigma Club
Elects New Officers
The Lambda Sigmas met Monday night and elected new officers for the coming year. Elected
to offices were: president, Bennie
Porter, sophomore from Colcord,
Okla.; vice-president, Carroll Beeson, junior from Harrisburg, Ark.;
treasurer, Gerald Ebker, sophomore from. Owensville, Mo.; secretary, Noel Lemon, senior from
Jane Lew, West Va. The members planned other activities/ for
the spring.
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ian clothes, the Galaxy Club enjoyed its eleventh annual
banquet.

Phi Delta Club
Takes Hayride
Despite all the wet and cold
weather of last week, Saturday ·
proved. to be an exception to the
rule, as it turned warm enough
for the Phi Deltas and their
guests to climb aboard a wagon
for a hayride to Camp Wyldewood.
First thing on the agenda was
to play a game called "gathering
wood." This game had a certain fascination - either comply or not get ·fed! Needless to
say, a big fire was going in quick
order.
After everoyne had their fill
of hot dogs and marshmallows,
all games played and a devotional service, the campfire was put
out and the trek back to the
campus was begun.
Members and guests were:
Marilyn Rausch, Tommy Wofford;
Hilda Earls, Ottis Hilburn; Shirley Venable, Eddie Gurley; Melinda Cullison, Archie Isom, Margaret Wolfe, Larry Nixon; Carol
Smith, Noel Lemons.
Marilyn Flint, Bob Stiller;
Donna Puegh, John Locke: Rosalie Johnson, Roger Brown; Dottie West, Roger Williams; Katy
Thompson, Clexto Butler; Jenny
Oliver, Al Couch; Judy Johnson;
Mrs. J. C. Moore, and Robert
Coffey.
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What's an eight-letter word which
reminds you of good taste, sparkle, lift?
The answer's easy-Coca-Cola of
course. No puzzle about why it's so
popular ••• no other sparkling drink
gives you so much good taste, so
much satisfaction. Yes,· when you're
looking for refreshment,
the answer's always Coke!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled unaer authority of The Cocci-Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTILING CO. OF ARKANSAS

Searcy, Arkansas
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The Mohicans further observed
their tenth anniversary in chapel
this Friday with the presentation of "The Thinkin' Contest,"
a Pogo Opera composed by Mohican John Wilson.

PRESCRIPTIONS.

Phone

103 W. Arch
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TERRACE·ROOM -

Dr. Erle Moore, club sj>onsor,
gave his memories of outstanding Mohicans and Mohican activities through the years. ·
Super-salesmen Larry Bills and
Jimmy Williams attempted to
sell the audience some of their
equipment of the modern Indian.
Among them are: Ivy League
blanquet with button down collar, nylon-orlon teepee, aerosal
smoke-signal bomb, switch-blade
tomahawk, and instant buffalo
meat (the instant taste is gone) .

Stotts Drug Store

Phone 336

WE WIRE FLOWERS

r

Pace; D.!lle Starr, Peggy Watson;
Lawrence Crowder, Esther Pulley.
Jim Farley, Susie Johnson; Bill
Sheets, Anne Seay; Jim Miller,
Edna Lamberson; Leo Shook, Sarah Baldwin; Bob Bullard, Dot Anderson; Andre Stoots, Aileen Cornish; Jim Lewis, Merle Coffman;
Bill Grady, Sharon Unland;
Grover Goyne, Pat Ennis; Loyd
Gentry, Naomi Walker.
Rick Baughn, Lanelle Gammill;
Bob Tucker, Alice Stewart; Fred
McCurdy, Peggy Barker; Marvin
Crowson,
Claudette
DuBoise;
"Jeep" Martin, Barbara Melton;
Larry Robinson, Mary Beth Birkhead; Tom Myers, Nancy Banowsky; J~ Bohannon, Barbara
Mitts; Dan Shewmaker; Dick and
Margie Miller; Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Davis; and Mrs. and Mrs.
Donald Sime.
Pledges Initiated
In the early hours ·of Monday
morning, the Galaxy initiated into their club, seven new members. After the informal and
formal
initiation,
barbecued
"franks" and hamburgers with
hot and cold drinks were served.
Those received were: Jim Miller,
Ken Bradshaw, Grover Goyne,
Tom Myers, Fred McCurdy, Jim
Bohannon, and Gerald Morgan.

Mohican Members 'Live Modern';
Celebrate Tenth Anniversary of C_lub
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Arrangements

Arrive on the Island
As each member and guest arrived "on the island," he or she
was presented with an Hawaiian
lie which was worn around the
neck for the entire evening. Each
table was crowned with attractive pineapples which accentuated the evening's theme.
Entertainment featured piano
selections by Bob Bullard; vocal
selections by Dot Anderson; appropriate songs by the Galaxy
Quartet composed of Paul Grubbs,
Jim Whitfield, Neal Stotts, and
Marvin Crowson; and a pantomime which received first place
in the tournament which . was
enacted by Jim Farley.
'
Speaker for the evening ,was
Donald Sime, whise excellent display of wit had the "Islanders"
in constant laughter.
In appreciation for her many
acts of kindness rendered to the
club, Miss Gloria Shewmaker was
presented with a gold cup bearing the inscription, "Galaxy
Queen 1957-58."
Those Attending
Those attending were: Jack
Ryan, Andee King; -Paul Grubbs,
Barbara Greene; Neal Stotts, Lois
Robertson; Jim Whitfield, Gloria
Shewmaker; Warren Guntharp,
Nadine Tyler; Bob Walls, Edwina

Ancient Indian customs took
on an up-to-date, forward look
as the Mahicans observed their
tenth successful year at their annual banquet Friday evening.
Banqueters enjoyed an historic
bulletin board covered with
photographs and banquet programs dating as far back as 1948.
Also, on display was a selection
of modern art works by Cornelius Laird .
Every Mohican had some part
in the program. The squaws were
,serenaded with "Tell Me Why"
and "On Top of 01' Smokey" by
the entire club. Songs were presented by the Modern ·Mohican
Quartet.
Several Braves contributed to the "Mohican Men's
Medley of Songs," displaying
their various vocal talents.
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Activities galore made a busy
week for the Reginas last week.
The fun and work began on Monday night, March 10, when
pledge masters discussed pledge
week and gave instructions to
the pledges. All were refreshed
lfter the two hour meeting with
home made cookies and cold
irinks, served. by Marilyn Davis
.m d Charlene Harris, hostesses.
Pledges were relieved with an
end of pledge week, Saturday
:light and received their rewards
n a beautiful and impressive formal initiation at the home of the
;ponsor, Mrs. Bessie Mae Pryor.
.i:iussian tea with an array of deli~atessens were served as the Reiinas congratulated. and wel~omed their new members: Bon:iie Goodrich., Carolyn Barton,
lnd Erma Smith.
The eventful week was climaxed by a bunking party given
by Lois Robertson in her home,
Sunday night. Music, hamburProfessor and Mrs. Kenneth Davis pose with Dr. and Mrs.
~ers, cookies, Cokes, fruit, candy,
Donald Sime in front of "The Little Grass Shack.''
laughter and games.
Pillows,
Among palm trees supporting banana bearing monblankets, hard floors - no sleep.
That was our party. What a keys, a genuine grass shack, green island grass, tropical
good time!!?
island music, and a native dressed in appropriate Hawai-

~ainst

beaam."
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Galaxy Visits 'Pacific Paradise'
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

"Everything but two-headed
thumb tacks"

COMMERCIAL PRINTING COMPANY
219 W. Market Ave.

*
Verkler Speaks
To Russian Club

4

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Twenty-five students and fac-ulty heard Mr. Verkler state that
"Russia has a bloody history"
which can be understood by
studying the "primary groups"
of Soviet society. Population, the
family and the churches were
"primary groups" that the speaker particularly detailed before
the group.
The lectures series continues
tonight with Dr. Robert Meyers
discussing "Understanding the
Russian Mind through its Literature" in the American Studies
Auditorium at 9 p.m.

Your Bison. Advertisers

Know ' Your Teacher

Darling, Richardson
Schedule Joint Recital

Professor Bill Verkler opened
the Russian Mission Club's series
of lectures on "Understanding the
Russian Mind," Thursday, March
13, with a sociological interpretation of Russian history. Mr.
Verkler· is an assistant professor
in the Sociology Department.

Patronize
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Teaching History Is Only Part
9f Dr. Spaulding's Busy Schedule

Miss Darling will sing "Selve
amihe," by Caldara, "Voi che
sapete" by Mozart, "In Autumn,"
"Chere nuit" by Bachelet, "Lilacs" by Rachmannoff, "Do not
go, my love," by Hageman and
two operatic arias, "Voi lo sapete" from "Cavalleria Rusticana"
by Mascagni and "One Fine Day"
from "Madame Butterfly" by
Puccini.
For his numbers, Mr. Richardson ~as chosen two orator io arias,
"Largo" from "Xerxes," by Handel, "Sound an alarm, " from
Judas Maccabeus, two German
are songs, "Zueignung" and "Die
Allmacht," two Neapolitan songs,
"Marecchaire" and "A Vuchella"
and two songs by American composers, "When I think upon the
maidens," by Head, and "She is
Gone" by John Wilson.
They plan to sing two or three
duets, one of which will be "Pariga o cara" from "La Traviata"
by Verdi.
Both are students under Dr.
Erle Moore.
Miss Darlene Darling and Morgan Richardson will present a
joint recital in the large auditorium soon after the operetta is
presented.

John Lau

Lau To Speak
At Oriental Club
Speaking at the weekly meeting of the Oriental Club tomorrow night will be John La.u. His
topic will be "The Communistic
Attitude Toward Religion."

Born in China where his parents were active in church work,
John is qualified to speak on the
subject of Communism. For approximately two years after the
Communists took over the provn ince in which John lived, his
parents were permitted to carry
on limited church work. Later
however, they were all taken
prisoners and John spent a year
in their custody.
The Oriental Club is composed
of those who are interested in
learning about oriental culture
in preparation for proposed missionary work. Officers will be
nominated at the meeting which
will begin at 8 p.m., in room 114
of the American Studies building.
All are invited.

"I feel right at home after
eighteen years," says, Dr. Joe P.
Spaulding, assistant professor of
history, who graduated from Harding with his bachelor degree in
1940. He goes on to say that
"Harding now, except for the
size, doesn't seem to be any different . . . " than it was when
he was enrolled as a student.
Born in Pocahontas, Ark., he
came to Harding in 1935. After
graduating, he married on June
1, 1941. The Spauldings now
have two children, Joe Jr., 15,
and Donna, 13.
Sports Fan
Typical of the average American, he is a great supporter of
sports. He goes out for baseball
and swimming himself, and enjoys watching a good game of
football or baseball
Who's the greatest team as far
as Dr. Spaulding is concerned'?
For football, he picks the Arkansas University team, and the
all-American sport, baseball, is
led by the Brooklyn Dodgers.
While at West Helena High
school in Arkansas for one year,
and Helena High for two years,
he coached basketball, football,
and baseball.
Would Like to Visit Greece
A trip to Greece has always
held a spot in Dr. Spaulding's
ambitions. He has always admired the Greeks, their philosophies and achievements, and has
attained the desire to ". . . go
and see some of the places that
have been made famous."
The perfect day for him might
turn out to be something like
this: A tour of Greece, a nice
dinner of steak with lemon icebox pie for desert, the radio or
phonograph turned on to semi-

Tri Kappas Initiate
Two New Pl~dges

Ju Go Jus Appoint
May Fete Committee
The Ju Go Ju Club met March
14 in room 319 of Cathcart for
a short meeting.
The purpose of the meeting
was to appoint committees to
start making arrangements for
the May Fete and to make plans
for the booth for the "all school
party."
This accomplished, the meeting
was adjourned.

Miss Ann Bobo was presented in a piano recital in the large
auditorium Tuesday, March 11.

On Sunday afternoon, March
16, the Tri Kappas met in the
home of their sponsor, Mrs. Clifton Ganus, for their club initiation. After a program of readings was presented by the two
pledges, Kathy Maddox and Ar-•
lynn Garrison, the girls were
formally initiated into the club
in a candlelight ceremony.
While several items of business were being discussed; cake
and punch were served. The Tri
Kappas decided that on March
23 they would have a bunking
party at the home of their sponsor, and on April 27 Camp
Wyldewood would · be the site
for another bunking party.
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classic or folk songs, and a good
biography book to settle down to
afterwards.
Was Sub T-16 Member
Dr. Spaulding was a member
of the Sub T-16 club and debate
team while at Harding. He was
also vice-president of the Arkansas State club, one of several
clubs then made up of students
from different states. The vicepresidency also came his way as
he held this office for his sophomore class (1936-37).
From 1940 to 1950, Dr. Spauld-
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Barber Shop
..• where you get
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We welcome Harding
College Students and
faculty. Our business is
to serve you with top
quality cookies, decorated cakes and bakery
products.

--Friendly Service--

113 E. Center Ave.
Phone 353

Get your personalized club stationery now use it all school year. Special prices for group
orders by club members.

3for 49c
WilCo LAUNDRETIE
Phone 339

Printing is a manufactured item - please
allow ten days for the completion of your
orders.
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HAILE FURNITURE COMPANY
"The store that sells for cash and sells for less."
Platform Rockers $14.95
Twin Beds $6.95-$12.95
3-Piece Bedroom Suite- Factory Cl~se out $59.95

Route 6 7 East at the Y

Phone 211

THE SEARCY BANK
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YOUR BANK OF FRIENDLY SERVICE
WATCH

REPAIRING

Come in for free estimation on any watch or
jewelry repair job. All work guaranteed. Quick
service. Try our store for that gift for any member
of the family. All gifts wrapped, or wrapped for
mailing free.
•
Watches Diamonds Sterling China Crystal

PARRISH JEWELRY
Court Square

Searcy, Arkansas

*

ing preached full-time. During
this time he preached in various
cities of Canada, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. At present
he is preaching at Grubbs, Ark.
It was while preaching in Fayetteville, Ark., in 1948 that he
decided to obtain his Masters degree at the University of Arkansas. Later he completed his
college career at the University
of Oklahoma with his Doctors
degree.
Before coming here, Dr. Spaulding taught at Central Christian
College in Bartlesville, Okla., for
three years. Then, last September he returned to Harding as a
history and political science instructor.
Dr. Spaulding says, "I think a
lot of Harding . . . it is a great
school . . . I Jove being a part
of it."

SOCIAL CLUBS ...

201 - 205 West Arch
Phone 1

WALTER E. DAWSON

*

Dr. Joe Spaulding

MER~ANTILE

SUPER CONOCO SERVICE STATION

*

For the best in music, news and sports
HERE'S THE KEY .
Keep Tuned To

KW CB
1300 on your radio dial

Member F.D.l.C.

Smiley Knight Receives Trophy
Powder Puff Parade
As Outstanding AH-Star Performer
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By Barbara Galyan
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Only about three good weeks remain before Harding once again
enters baseball competition after
nearly two decades of conspicuous absence. Not since the days
of "Preacher" Roe, Ty Carroll,
Roy Roe, and other champions of
the diamond have the Herd thundered to victory via the bat and
ball method.
The 1938 state champs had an
outfield that batted over .330
and a pitching staff that averaged 15 strikeouts per game. Ty
Carroll, whom many considered
to be one of the best major
league prospects to ever come
to these parts, handled the catching duties very effectively.
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A Harding Alumnus

We are happy to advise you in
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Hightower Converted to Fielder.
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The infield was certainly not
anything second rate while it·
may not have been as strong as
the other positions. According
to the very words of Coach Berryhill himself, the outlook for
the team this year is considerably
bright for a first year squad.
While the squad has not been
cut as yet, certain ones look to
be good possibilities to be permanent squadmen. Starting with
the outfield "Ole reliable" Don
Johnston should be a good bet
for centerfield duties. Don has
has considerable experience with
independent teams besides playing ball in the Army. He was
named on the All-State semi-pro
team when playing with Stuttgart before entering the service.
Freed-Hardeman transfer, Huel
Evans shows great promise as a
hard-hitting outfielder. When a
boy does so many things as well
as he does he can't help but be
an asset.

Catching could be one of the
strongest departments with .four
com:Peting for the honors. Experience and hitting will be in
the favor of Bill Stafford, but Bill
is still battling an arm ailment
received in a traffic accident. His
teammate and rival for the
catching duties is Buddy McKee
who has been doing receiving
chores only for the past two
years. Buddy looks impressive
with his throwing and could develop iuto a dependable sticker.
Jerald Summit, the youngest of
the crop, has the edge in that
he is a freshman and can develop in the next three years.
Doug Cloud has become an improved athlete over last year in
every sport and could make the
catching position a four-way race.
Pitching Staff Plentiful
The last department, and probably the most important, will be
the mound crops. It has been
said that pitching makes up
about seventy-five percent of a
team. Depth will be the biggest
setback in this department, along
with the lack of experience. Lefthanders, Garrett Timmerman and
Larry Peebles, along with Clyde
Reese, who has just overcome
rheumatic fever should make the
southpaw strength fairly prominent.
Doyle Wood, Bennett Wood,
Ralph Rustin, Paul Huff, and Allen Armstrong are vieing for
the position as righthanders.
Doyle and Bennett Wood probably will need seasoning, but
show promise. Newcomer Austin hasn't been around long
enough to be judged accurately.
The two most promising, Paul
Huff and Armstrong, have draw
backs also. Huff is still trying
to locate his control, and Armstrong might not be eligible.
Those named certainly might
not be the final choices for the
starting nine, but they have been
the most prominent up to date
and also more is known about
them. Others .c ould easily break
into the picture, before that first
contest.
A man's ability to hit will determine his success in making the
squad more than any other one
thing. A team can't win without

runs.
Bobo Newsom, a famous pitcher, once was defeated 15-0. Upon returning dejectedly · to the
dressing room after the sound
defeat, one of his teammates
asked, "What's tha matter Bobo,
didn't ya have your stuff today?" Bobo looked at his friend
and teammates with a snarl and
said, "How do ya expect me ta
win when ya don't get me any
runs.''

+•--•-·---- ·--·--•-•-•-•-•-•--•--•-f
For The Best in Auto Repair
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Possibilit~es

Catchers Look Strong

Joe Hightower, who may take
the mound on occasions will
Fouls Points probably be a converted outfieldMcKay
2
2
er. Joe was an all-district choice
Betts
2
5
in high school, but because of
Fry
4
10
his hitting and fielding ability,
Honey
0
0
Coach Berryhill is considering
Hockett
2
0
placing him in the field. Other
Caudle
2
0
outfield standouts are Harold
Prysock
2
19
Norwood, who has prospects as
Cornish
3
0
a power hitter.
Others have
Wilson
3
0
made good impressions to make
Anderson
4
0
their claim strong for a berth
GREEN
on the traveling squad .
Points
, Fouls
The infield looks to be the
1
10
Hamm
strongest of all positions as the
0
0
Haltom
competition is keen for every
0
3
T. Watson
spot. Going around the horn, at
6
Harrington
3
the reception portal is depend0
3
Cheek
able Vernon Massey, who can
2
0
Lamberson
always be counted on to collect
5
0
Ennis
his hits. His main competition
0
5
Borden
for
firstbase will be "Smiley"
3
0
Christensen
Knight who has been known to
2
0
Greene
get good wood on the ball.
Second base is anybody's job
with Sims Dailey and Dale Flaxbeard leading the field as of now.
ENJOY
Sims probably has the nod on
experience, having played in the
Navy for several years and on
various independent teams, but
Dale is a real competitor. At the
short field, Phil Futrell will give
everybody a run for their money
with ' his hitting and throwing
arm. However, Jim Brown from
Made Right Here In Searcy Arkansas
State will be contending all the way. Gerald Casey,

f

i~ 1527 (Across
E. Race
Phone 398 I
from Searcy Truck & Tractor Co.)
~-
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See these beautiful wallpapers, priced to give
the moa& ID dtooradve

Infield

a freshman, has had several
years with the American Legion
teams and shows great promise
with his smooth fielding.
At the hot corner; third base,
Dick Johnson certainly has the
experience edge and weilds a
big stick. His competition is still
undecided.
•
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HART AuT0

(A Harding Alumnus)
Day Phone 420

Night Phone 854-W

Cato's
Barber Shop

is
The Best Place
to

J
J
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We Welcome
Harding Students
and Appreciate
Your Bµsiness.
218 W. Arch

Buy Shoe~
an"'d

Men's Clothing

11

HARDING COLLEGE LAUNDRY
Greg Rhodes, Mgr.

Remember Us.

"The Best In The Business"

5

By GARRET!' TIMMERMAN

RED

Unprinted Sheets
lfzc each
Minimum Order
$5.00

*

One Man's Opinion

Twenty All-Stars climaxed the
intramural basketball for the girls
last Thursday night. The game
was played with finesse and lots
of spectator appeal. The gals
handled the ball with enough
superiority that the male animals did not forget that they
I weren't at a slapstick comedy.
In the sandwich position of the
three games, the two teams played tensely until midway of the
third quarter when several young
ladies began to play very busii ness like ball.· Lynn Prysock of
the Red All-Stars displayed her
abilities by tossing in 13 of her
19 points during this hall.
j . Other players worthy of men, tlon are Jeanne Hockett, Jan
McKay, Liz Cheek, and Barbara
Greene. Miss Hockett was the
firn:st defensive player of the
entire game. Although Miss McKay found the floor more than
should be expected, it was usually because she was trying to
control a ball a larger girl was
<ilso after. She was always after
that ball when she wasn't trying
Sports editor Garrett Timmerman presents Smiley Knight with
to score.
the outstanding Bison All-Star trophy.
One girl that the Green team
may be sorry that they didn't
Tall, rangy Smiley Knight used
Smiley hails from Bay, Ark., keep on the floor the whole game
his 6'3" frame to sweep the back- where he laid the groundwork is Miss Cheek. I think she is
boards and booked 20 points for his present skill by playing probably an underrated ball
while playing about two thirds four years of outstanding ball handler. She plays good offenof the BISON All-Star game, for the local high school.
sive ball, shoots accurately," is a
Thursday night.
For Smiley, the award was the good play-maker, and quite adeFor his efforts, he was ac- climax of three All-Star games. quately defends her end of the
claimed the outstanding player
He missed last year's game be- court when necessary.
of the game by five Faculty mem- cause he had to quit scohol at
A
Green teammate,
Miss
bers appointed to the unenviable semester and work.
Greene, looked good at her guardtask.
Knight, who is a senior this ing position. She can always be
Knight with his honor was -giv- year, also polished his game by counted on to handle her woman
en permanent possession of the playing AAU ball for the now de- with little bodily roughness.
above trophy.
funct B. J. Pierce team.
A foul disease harrassed the
Red All-Stars and threatened to
lllllllllltJllllllllllllDllllllllllllUllllllllllllOlllllllllllltlllllllllll
weaken their resistance to an opponents' victory. They made it
Personal or ·
"90Ssible through 21 personals for
the Greens to collect 29 charity
Club Stationery
baskets.
However they came
through with only 15 and since
Printed .L etterheads
they racked up only 16 on field
le each
goals lost their chance to outpoint the Reds; final score 38-31.
Envelopes to Match
The statistics column includes:

I
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Pressing
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Cleaning

*Wet Wash
{:( Laundry Finish
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First Tr~ck Meet Finds Harding
Short On Available Men
Ifuin, Rain, and more rain.
Between the rain which has to
date allowed only two outdoor
practice sessions and a lack of
manpower, Harding was not
ready for a track meet with
Southwestern of Memphis and
lost 74-57, Saturday afternoon.
Groover has only a 16-man
squad to work with.
Bubba Davis, who had not
practiced at all, and Roger
Brown, who is always ready to
run, were the bright spots. Each
won two events. Brown won
the mile and two mile and Davis
the 100 and 220 yard dashes.

(Harding); 2. Welsh (SW); 3.
Lewis (Harding) Time---4:44.
Two mile run-won ·by Brown
(Harding); 2. Welsh (SW); 3.
Whittle (SW) Time-10:32.
Mile Relay - won by Southwestern (Smith, White, Cody,
Carrell) Tim&-3:41.2.
Field Events.

Whiteman, Meadows
Hedwin Victorious
In Ping Pong Battl~

Bison All-Stars Climax Season;

The men with the ping pong
paddles had their day re<':ently
as Francis Whiteman won the
table tennis singles crown and
Dave Meadows and Milo Hedwin
shared the doubles crown.
Whiteman edged Bob Sullins
for the singles championship.
Whiteman, Sullins, Bob Lacy, and
Jerry Jones were the semi-finalists of 60 entries.
Meadows and Hedwin overcame Jones and Lacy for· the
doubles championship. Semi-finalists were Meadows and Hedwin, Jones and Lacy, Bob Silvey
and Keith Floyd, and Huel Evans
and Joel Gardner. There were
50 entries in this event.

West Overpowers East, 81-69
The major league climax to the "'
1958 Bison All-Star game established two new marks ·to shoot at
as Cliff Ganus' Southwesterners
romped over the undermanned
Southeasterners 81-69, Thursday
night, before a large crowd in
Rhodes Memorial Field House.
The 81 points scored by the
free wheeling Southwestern team
was a new high as was the eleven
point victory margin in a series
of eight close games. Four points
was the margin last year.

*

*

*

*
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The third quarter was also a
tight one, but the Southwest's
accuracy and team work again
told the story as they managed
to score 23 points to the Southeast's 20.
Southeast Find Belated Scoring
In the final quarter, for the
first time the Southeast was able
to outscore the Southwest with
the help of Colson's eight points.
The Southeast had finally begun
to take hold and play ball but it
was too late and the Southwest
became the victors at the sound
of the final whistle.
Massey, Dale Flaxbeard and
Huel Evans with 13, 12 and 12
respectively, followed Knight for
the Southwest in scoring.
Allen Armstrong and Colson
tied with 15 points each for high
point honors on the Southeastern side. They were followed by
teammates Carr and Larry
Peebles, who also tied with 13
each.

Shot Put - won by Herren
(H); 2. Brankestone (SW); 3.
Henley (SW) Distance - 37 ft.
5% in.
Southeast Loses House
Broad Jump - won by Cole
Kenny
Perrin's Southeastern(SW); 2. Hightower (H); 3.
ers could have been on even
Davis (H) Distance - 19 ft. 9 in. Intercollegiate Track
terms w~th their. Southwestern
Javelin :....._ won by Lewis (H); Schedule Announced
opponents but for the loss of high
2. Pollard (SW); 3. Herren (H)
Coach Hugh Groover an- scoring Wendell House, who
Distance
136
ft.
6
%
in.
Not Enough Runners-Up
Discus - won by Henley (S nounces the following intercol- broke a finger the night before
In first places, Harding tied W); 2. Maxwell (SW); 3. Pol- legiate track schedule. All meets while playing for Carder Buick
Southwestern. Each team won lard (SW) Distance - 103 ft. 8 will be away because the Har~ in the state AAU championships.
ding track is not yet in shape.
Winning coach, Ganus, also enseven eventS. The damage was in.
done because of insufficient men
Pole Vault - won by C. Van Groover said there is a slim hanced his coaching record by
to place and show.
Winkle; 2. Gardner (H); 3. Cross chance that one home track meet being the winning All-Star coach
may be scheduled later.
for the second straight year. It
No one was available for the (SW) Height - 9 ft. 6 in.
mE SCHEDULE
might be inferred that merely
high or low hurdles or the disHigh Jump - won by Waller
March 15 - Southwestern of being on the same team as the
cus, which automatically gave (SW); 2. Hightower (H); and
dynamic vice-president is enough
Southwestern 27 points which Rhodes (H) Tie Height 6 ft. 1h Memphis at Memphis.
March 22 - Hendrix and Hen- to inspire victory.
was more than the victory mar- in .
derson at Conway.
Because the Southwest Congin. Frank Herren was the lone
April
10
Ouachita
at
Arkaference
entry built up an early
entry in .the shot put, which he
delphia.
lead after which Ganus substiwon.
April 23 - Arkansas Tech and tuted freely only to see the subs
Coach Hugh Groover said that
Ouachita at Russellville.
do equally weU-, individual scorKen Vanderpool looks for an
it is a shame that from a stuApril 25 - Arkansas A & M, ing was held down.
opening.
dent body of a thousand students
Ouachita, and State Teachers at
Knight Wins Trophy
only one man is interested in
Conway.
heaving the shot.
•
Smiley Knight was the leading more than the fighting Southeast.
April SO - Ouachita at ArkaMelton Wa\ls Cooper
scorer with 20 points while play- Massey was the only one that
Other winners were Ronald
delphia.
Lewis on the javelin and Charles
May 2 - Hendrix and Ouachi- ing about two-thirds of the game. pulled the second quarter out of
Ken Vanderpool, the man of ta at Conway.
Van Winkle in the pole vault.
For his point production, re- the first as he popped the net for
Lewis incidentally had never seen iron, won his sixth championship
bounding, ·and fine all around nine points for Southwest. The
a javelin before but curiously in the skill events last week by
play, · Knight was awarded the half-time score was a close 40-31,
picked it up and sailed it 137 edging Don Hayes by three
AH-Star Box Scores·· Bison Outstanding player trophy. in favor of Southwest.
tenths of a second in the rope
feet.
However, competition was keen ~~lllllllllllJOllllllllllllOllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllllUDllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllllllDllllllllllllDUllllllllS!
Southwestern Conference
climb.
tp for the award and Bobby Carr,
fg
ft
Vanderpool also established his Austin
2
6 Vernon Massey, and Wally Col2
Hopes for Future
sixth new school record in the Knight
20 son were all given careful con0
10
The Bison tracksters should do event. J. D. Ewing held the Massey
5
13 sideration for their ' excellent
3
better in the future with more old record of 8.9 seconds on the Evans
12 play.
5
2
time to practice and the addi- 20 foot rope. Vanderpool did it Adkins
2
1
0
A 25-Point Quarter
tion of the Vanderpool twins who in 8.1 and Hayes also beat the Shriver
2
2
6
In the game itself, the two
could not attend the meet. Both record with an 8.3 effort.
4
1
2
Williams
are good hurdlers, Harold is a
Ewing, who previously held Baldwin
0
1
1 teams got off to a fast start 5
good discus man, and John is two school records, has been com- Gardner
4 in the first quarter, each one de2
0
Your Oppo:::ni: to Attend Harding College
the schools best pole vaulter with pletely wiped out of Beck's hall Flaxbeard
12 termining to go home as the
6
0
recorded heights of over ten of fame by Vanderpool. Vanderwinner, but the Southwest began
Southeastern Conference
feet.
pool also took his chin-up rectp to pull away at the end of the
fg
ft
Groover would still like to see ord.
3
15 first quarter, 25-17.
6
Armstrong
more talent available. It isn't too
5
Walt Evans was third this Colson
Carr was Southeast's key man
1
15
7
late to go out.
year with a 10.2 effort and J. Porterfield
3 in the first quarter while Knight
0
3
C. Bains followed with 10.3.
13 was Southwest's strong point, 5
4
5
Peebles
=
§
~
Only 13 men entered the gruel- Vanderpool
2
4 each one scoring 10 points.
1
Track Events
§
e
ling event including Glynn Shriv- Richert
0
In the second quarter, things
0
0
~
100 Yard dash- won by Davis er and Jack Baldwin, who failed Carr
5
3
13 tightened down even more as ~
(Harding); 2. Smith (SW); 3. to reach the top and were given Kissire
6 the victorious Southwest were
0
3
Horton (SW) Time 10.6.
only an "E" for effort.
0
0
0 able to score '?nlY one point
Davis
a
120 Yard high hurdles - won
by Carrell (SW); 2. Horton (S
W); 3. Howard (SW) Time-18.5
T
T
•
... brands
220 Yard dash-won by Davis
(Harding) ; 2. Hightower (Harthat look new
ding); 3. Smith (SW) Time23.2.
longer ...
220 Low hurdles - won by
carrell (SW); 2. Horton (SW);
1 31111111111c111111111111a111111111111c111111111111c111111111111n111111111111a111111111111c111111111111n111111111111n111111111111n111111111111r•~
1 '
3. Streete (SW) Time-27.5.
Washing
•
440 Yard run - won by Car•
906 E. RACE
Lubrication
rell (SW); 2. Tandy (Harding);
i
Piton 289 r 911
Steam Cleaning
3. White (SW) Time 54.5.
e
o
SPRING & PLEASURE
880 Yard run - won by Cody
(SW); 2. Massey Harding) ; 3.
Local
Long Distant
Phone 911
West of Court House
Park (SW) Time-2:04.2. ·
Mile Run - won by Brown

USE BISON ADS
You're Welcome
to

Vanderpool Adds
Rope Climbing
lo List of Wins

Deluxe

Barber Shop
West Side of
Court House
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Heuer's Shoe
Store
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... The Three "R's" of good eating!-

R

SEARCY'S FRIENDLY FORD DEALER

WELCOMES

OBERS.ON'S

Harding College Student and Faculty
Members

RENDEZVOUS

K

:omplete service on any make cars or trucks

ESTAURANT

ASK ABOUT OUR BUDGET PLAN

I'

Serving Good Food for 26 Years
Small and Large Banquet Service for
Any Size Party.

WHITE COUNTY. MOTOR CO.
Searcy
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Phone ·1000

You

SECURITY BANK
"A Friendly Institution"
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